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Experimental and theoretical results on the dynamics of dissociative adsorption and recombinative desorp-
tion of hydrogen on silicon are presented. Using optical second-harmonic generation, extremely small sticking
probabilities in the range 102921025 could be measured for H2 and D2 on Si~111!737 and Si~100!231.
Strong phonon-assisted sticking was observed for gases at 300 K and surface temperatures between 550 K and
1050 K. The absolute values as well as the temperature variation of the adsorption and desorption rates show
surprisingly little isotope effect, and they differ only little between the two surfaces. These results indicate that
tunneling, molecular vibrations, and the structural details of the surface play only a minor role for the adsorp-
tion dynamics. Instead, they appear to be governed by the localized H–Si bonding and Si–Si lattice vibrations.
Theoretically, an effective five-dimensional model is presented taking lattice distortion, corrugation, and mo-
lecular vibrations into account within the framework of coupled-channel calculations. While the temperature
dependence of the sticking is dominated by lattice distortion, the main effect of corrugation is a reduction of
the preexponential factor by about one order of magnitude per lateral degree of freedom. Molecular vibrations
have practically no effect on the adsorption/desorption dynamics itself, but lead to vibrational heating in
desorption with a strong isotope effect. Ab initio calculations for the H2 interaction with the dimers of Si~100!2
31 show properties of the potential surface in qualitative agreement with the model, but its dynamics differs
quantitatively from the experimental results. @S0163-1829~96!01732-8#
I. INTRODUCTION
The kinetics and dynamics of hydrogen interaction with
silicon surfaces have recently become a topic of extensive
experimental1–16 and theoretical efforts.17–37 The great inter-
est is, of course, partly due to the importance of H/Si in
semiconductor chemistry.38,39 Equally important, however,
hydrogen on silicon is a promising model system for study-
ing general aspects of chemical reactions on covalent sur-
faces. It may be expected that the localized nature of bonding
on semiconductor surfaces gives rise to a reaction behavior
that is in many respects qualitatively different from metal
surfaces. One particularly far-reaching consequence of the
localized nature of H-Si bonds, e.g., are the large diffusion
barriers that were observed experimentally for H/Si~111!7
37,5 which have been predicted theoretically for H/Si~100!2
31.19,22,28 Also, the finding that the desorption kinetics of
H2 from silicon depend on the details of the surface
reconstruction4,6 is due to the local character of Si–H chemi-
sorption.
The topic of the present paper is another, rather dramatic
manifestation of the localized nature of hydrogen interaction
with silicon surfaces: the occurrence of strong dynamic lat-
tice distortions in the dissociative adsorption and recombina-
tive desorption of molecular hydrogen on or from Si~111!7
37 and Si~100!231. Lattice excitations provide the solution
to the so-called ‘‘barrier puzzle’’ resulting from recently per-
formed state resolved experiments of hydrogen desorption
from silicon surfaces:9,11,24 It had been known for many
years that the room-temperature sticking coefficient of mo-
lecular H2 on silicon surfaces is very low, less than 1026–
1028.40–42 This demands the presence of a high adsorption
barrier of V ads.0.5 eV. However, the energetics of desorb-
ing molecules, in particular the absence of translational
heating,11 indicates the absence of a substantial potential
drop during desorption.
Lattice relaxation is frequently associated with
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adsorption,43 and may influence adsorption/desorption barri-
ers even for metal surfaces.44 In the case of H/Si, theoretical
investigations indicate that the diffusion19,28,32 and desorp-
tion barriers18 decrease substantially when the Si atoms re-
lax. However, a model involving static lattice distortion of
silicon between the two ‘‘hydrogen-adsorbed’’ and
‘‘hydrogen-desorbed’’ states, and a corresponding barrier
change, would lead to a violation of detailed balance.11,31
This stimulated our first quantum-mechanical coupled-
channel calculation of the adsorption/desorption reaction dy-
namics of H2/Si. In the absence of a detailed ab initio po-
tential surface ~PES!, a simple two dimensional model was
proposed to study such reactions.31 It contained—besides the
center-of-mass distance of the molecule from the surface—
only a single additional coordinate, namely, the amplitude of
a ‘‘representative surface oscillator,’’ associated with lattice
distortions.
The shape of the PES used in Ref. 31 was to a large extent
dictated by the existing experimental facts. This implies that
during desorption there should be little force exerted on the
center-of-mass coordinate in order to avoid translational
heating. The high adsorption barrier, needed to explain the
low sticking coefficient, has to originate mainly from a
strong dependence of the PES on the lattice distortion. A
pseudo-three-dimensional ~3D! plot is depicted in Fig. 1 of
Ref. 31. Such a potential obviously leads to a strong lattice
excitation in desorption without significant translational
heating. It somehow circumvents Polanyi and Wong’s rules45
for the usual ‘‘curved’’ reaction paths which normally pro-
duce translational heating together with vibrational heating
in exothermic processes. Application of time reversal to such
a desorption process then leads to a large sticking coefficient
for an excited lattice. Hence such a model predicts strong
phonon-assisted sticking.
Experimentally, such a strong enhancement of the stick-
ing probability was first observed for H2 adsorption on
Si~111!737,7 and more recently also for Si~100!231.8 In
these experiments sticking coefficients of the order of 1029
could be measured with a technique based on optical second-
harmonic generation ~SHG!. In Sec. II of the present paper,
we give a more detailed and complete description of these
adsorption experiments. We report experiments on the iso-
tope dependence of sticking as well as desorption, and
present first results on the coverage dependence of the stick-
ing coefficient on the Si~111!737 surface. These results fur-
ther corroborate our previous conclusions from the observa-
tion of phonon-assisted sticking.7,8 It is the strong lattice
distortion in the transition state, as modeled by the PES, that
is the dominant mechanism leading to the observed ‘‘asym-
metry’’ between dissociative adsorption and recombinative
desorption. Other effects, such as tunneling or a reaction me-
diated at static defects, appear to be less important.
Theoretically, we have included more degrees of freedom
in the model, i.e., we considered the effect of surface corru-
gation and molecular vibrations. In Sec. III we show that the
main effect of corrugation is a reduction of the sticking co-
efficient by about one order of magnitude per lateral degree
of freedom ~depending slightly on temperature!. Molecular
vibrations have practically no effect on the adsorption/
desorption dynamics itself but lead to vibrational heating in
desorption with a strong isotope effect. Taken all together,
our model allows for a satisfactory description of all cur-
rently available experimental results.
Specific microscopic reaction mechanisms will be consid-
ered in the last part of Sec. III, and in Sec. IV of the paper.
Ab initio quantum-dynamical calculations for the interaction
of H2 with the Si–Si dimers of the Si~100!231 surface are
found to agree qualitatively with the results obtained from
the model PES, but seem to underestimate the amount of
coupling to the lattice. Possible reasons for the quantitative
discrepancies and alternative reaction paths leading to stron-
ger lattice distortions will be discussed.
II. EXPERIMENT
The extremely small sticking coefficients for dissociative
adsorption of H2/Si were measured with optical second-
harmonic generation ~SHG!.7 For pump wavelengths near 1
mm this technique is very sensitive to the number of Si dan-
gling bonds. It allows the determination of small hydrogen
coverages with a sensitivity that exceeds that of most con-
ventional techniques. In the past this high sensitivity has al-
ready been exploited for accurate measurements of H2 de-
sorption kinetics4,6 and surface diffusion of H/Si.5 Here we
additionally take advantage of the compatibility of SHG with
any gas pressure, and measure the H coverage directly during
exposure of the surface to a high flux of molecular H2. This
way it is possible to measure sticking coefficients for disso-
ciative adsorption even for surface temperatures that exceed
the H2 desorption temperature. Furthermore, the coverage
dependence of the sticking coefficient directly results from
these experiments.
A. Experimental conditions
The experiments were carried out in a small UHV cham-
ber with a base pressure of 3310211 mbar. The Si~100! and
Si~111! samples were cut from 10-V cm n-doped wafers.
They were mounted on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cryostat and
could be heated resistively. Reconstructed Si~111!737 and
multidomain Si~100!231 surfaces were obtained by remov-
ing the oxide layer at 1300 K. Surface cleanliness and order
were checked by low-energy electron diffraction and Auger
electron spectroscopy. The sample temperature Ts was deter-
mined by means of a thermocouple glued on the oxidized
rear side of the crystal and an infrared pyrometer. The tem-
perature measurement was calibrated at the Si~111!737 to
131 phase transition.46 In the temperature range between
500 K and 1100 K, the absolute accuracy is 615 K.
For H2 exposure the UHV chamber was backfilled for
100–1000 s with typically p5231024–531023 mbar of
purified H2 or D2 from a liquid-nitrogen-cooled reservoir.
The resulting flux of hydrogen molecules on the surface,
F5p@2pmH2kTgas#
21/2
, varied between 33102 and
23104 ML/s. For some measurements gas pressures up to
1021 mbar and total exposures up to 10 7 L ~5 13 mbar s!
were used. The gas temperature was Tgas5300 K. During
exposure all filaments in the chamber were turned off and the
chamber pressure p was recorded with a spinning rotor
gauge ~MKS instruments, absolute error ,10%). For some
experiments that required a constant gas flux, a faster capaci-
tance pressure gauge was additionally employed, and used to
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regulate a stepper-motor-driven leak valve. For calibration
purposes, the samples could also be exposed to atomic hy-
drogen which was created by dissociation of H2 at a hot
tungsten filament in the vicinity of the sample.
The pump radiation for SHG was supplied by a
Q-switched Nd:YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser
~wavelength 1064 nm, pulse duration 8 ns, repetition rate 10
Hz, beam diameter 6 mm, and peak fluence <50 mJ/cm2). It
was incident at 45° with respect to the surface normal, and
linearly polarized. In the case of the Si~111!737 surface, the
input and output polarizations were chosen such that the
variation of the anisotropic xs ,jjj
(2) component of the second-
order nonlinear susceptibility was monitored. For the
Si~100!231 surface, the polarizer in the output beam path
was removed and the input polarization was rotated to opti-
mize the recorded SH intensity. In this case all three isotro-
pic tensor elements (xs ,'''(2) xs ,'ii(2) xs ,i'i(2) ) contribute to the
SH response.47
B. Calibration of the SH response
The sensitivity of SHG to adsorption of hydrogen on
Si~111!737 is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Upon exposure of the
sample to atomic hydrogen, the recorded SH intensity
I(2v)}uxs(2)uI2(v) decreases by a factor of 100, then recov-
ers slightly, and saturates at a value that is 20 times smaller
than that of the clean surface. Frequency-dependent measure-
ments show48 that this behavior arises because the SH re-
sponse of the clean surface at the pump wavelength of 1064
nm is dominated by resonant optical transitions involving
dangling-bond-derived surface states in the bulk band gap.
These states are quenched upon hydrogen adsorption,49 and
lead to a strong decrease of xs
(2)
. The SH response of the
H-terminated surface originates mainly from nonresonant
bulk-derived electronic states. This contribution to xs
(2) ex-
hibits a relatively weak coverage dependence, but interferes
partially with the dangling-bond-derived response.48 The plot
of the absolute magnitude of xs
(2) as a function of H coverage
u reveals a simple linear dependence for u,0.4 ML,
xs
~2 !~u!.xs ,0
~2 !~12au!, ~1!
with a51.3. For this calibration curve the conversion be-
tween exposure and absolute coverage was established with
the help of a series of temperature-programmed desorption
measurements fitted to first-order Langmuir adsorption kinet-
ics u512exp(2cFt). The saturation coverage of the Si–H
monohydride was identified with the density of dangling
bonds of the Si~111!737 surface ~1 ML 50.3031015
cm22). Similar experiments for H/Si~100! have shown up to
a 50-fold decrease. For this surface the linear relationship
between xs
(2) and u holds up to a coverage of 0.15 ML
(1 ML50.6831015 cm22) and the proportionality constant
is a53.1.8
The calibration curve of Fig. 1 was obtained at the surface
temperature Ts5600 K. Since the SH response of Si~100!
and Si~111! is known to show a non-negligible temperature
dependence,46,48 we should briefly comment on the validity
of this calibration at other surface temperatures. From a com-
parison with adsorption measurements at Ts,600 K, and
from a modeling of spectroscopic data, we expect a shift of
the minimum of xs
(2)(u) to lower u with increasing tempera-
ture. The estimated variation of the initial slope is 30% for
Si~111!737 and 50% for Si~100!231. In view of the 3–4
orders of magnitude variation of the measured sticking coef-
ficient, this uncertainty of the calibration of xs
(2)(u) is neg-
ligible in the present experiment.
C. Determination of sticking coefficients
In order to determine the sticking probability for dissocia-
tive adsorption of H2, the initially clean Si samples are kept
at a certain temperature Ts , and their SH response is re-
corded as a function of time. At t50 the H2 or D2 pressure
is increased to a value high enough to cause a detectable
decrease of the SH signal due to adsorbed atomic hydrogen
or deuterium. Typical data showing the recorded chamber
pressure and the H coverage u determined from the cali-
brated SH response are plotted in Fig 2. In Fig. 2~a! the
sample temperature is too low to cause desorption on the
time scale of the experiment. In Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! the de-
sorption rates are appreciable; after the H2 flux is turned off,
the SH response recovers to the value of the clean surface. In
the example of Fig. 2~c! the hydrogen coverage reaches an
equilibrium of u50.1 ML.
Quantitatively, the measured hydrogen coverage u(t) is
determined by the time-integrated rates of adsorption kads
and desorption kdes :
u~ t !5E
0
t
@kads~u ,Ts ,t8!2kdes~u ,Ts!#dt8. ~2!
The adsorption rate
kads~u ,Ts ,t !5F~ t !s0~Ts! f ~u! ~3!
is given by the flux F(t) of H2 molecules derived from the
measured pressure p(t), and by the sticking coefficient of the
clean surface s0 multiplied by a factor f (u) that describes the
coverage dependence of the sticking coefficient.
For most measurements the coverage dependence of the
desorption rate kdes(u) may be deduced directly from the
FIG. 1. Coverage dependence of the second-harmonic response
of H/Si~111!737. The main panel shows the measured SH signal
I(2v)}uxs(2)u2 as a function of exposure to atomic hydrogen. In the
inset, the square root of the same data is plotted vs the hydrogen
coverage u . For u,0.4 ML, the nonlinear susceptibility xs
(2)(u) of
Si~111!737 decreases linearly with u .
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recovery of the SH signal, measured after the gas flux has
been turned off. Since for u<0.1 ML the coverage depen-
dence of the sticking coefficient is weak @ f (u).1, compare
Sec. II F#, the sticking coefficient s0 is then the only un-
known parameter and may be accurately determined by a
numerical fit of Eqs. ~1!–~3! to the measured time depen-
dence xs
(2)(t).
An overview of the surface temperature dependence of
the sticking coefficients determined by this procedure for the
different surfaces and isotopes will be presented in Sec. II E,
together with the results obtained for high surface tempera-
tures. Here we just note that the smallest measurable sticking
probabilities were s0.131029 for H2/Si~111!737 at a sur-
face temperature of Ts5570 K. These are likely to be the
smallest sticking coefficients that have been determined ex-
perimentally on an otherwise highly reactive surface. Small
amounts of water contamination in the dosing gas (!1 ppm!
limit the applicability of the technique to even smaller stick-
ing coefficients. Water adsorbs dissociatively on silicon sur-
faces with a high sticking probability and also quenches the
dangling bonds.8 It may be distinguished unambiguously
from the adsorption of H2 or D2 by the different desorption
kinetics, as discussed in detail in Ref. 8.
D. Desorption rates and sticking coefficients for T>Tdes
For desorption rates kdes.1 ML/s, the equilibrium be-
tween adsorption and desorption kads5kdes is established
faster than the time constant for pressure changes in the
present experiment. In these cases, which occur for
Ts.Tdes.850 K, the sticking coefficients may no longer be
determined independently from u(t). In order to determine
the sticking coefficient, we assume a thermally activated de-
sorption process with a desorption rate that may be written in
the form
kdes~u ,Ts!5umndes
0 exp~2E des /kTs!. ~4!
The activation energy Edes , the prefactor ndes
0
, and the ~frac-
tional! reaction order m are obtained from fits of Eq. ~4! to
the data obtained for Ts,Tdes . With f (u)[1 ~low coverage
approximation!, the equilibrium coverage is then given by
u~ t !5F F~ t !s0ndes0 exp~2Edes /kTs!G
1/m
. ~5!
With respect to the specific form of Eq. ~4! we note that
previous SHG investigations of hydrogen desorption from
Si~111!737 have shown that for u,0.15 ML the coverage
dependence of the desorption rate may be parametrized by a
reaction order of m51.5.4 Similar values of m51.3–1.7
were also deduced from the present measurements. In the
case of H2 desorption from Si~100!231, kdes(u) was also
found to lie in between first- (m51) and second-order ki-
netics (m52) for coverages u,0.1 ML.6 For simplicity we
have also used a fractional reaction order to describe the
desorption behavior on this surface. Although the desorption
rate is in reality a more complicated function of coverage for
both surfaces ~in particular, it is not temperature indepen-
dent!, the possible error introduced by the approximation of
a fractional reaction order is negligible compared to that re-
sulting from the limited accuracy at which we are able to
determine the activation energy for desorption Edes .
The Arrhenius plot for the desorption rates of H2 and
D2 from Si~100!231 and Si~111!737 is shown in Fig. 3.
The different rates were derived from data like those shown
in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, and were normalized to a coverage
u50.1 ML. The Si~100!231 surface exhibits the higher de-
sorption rates than Si~111!737. However, the rates differ by
less than a factor of 5 between the two surfaces in the inves-
FIG. 2. Typical data for the determination of the sticking coef-
ficient for dissociative adsorption of H2 and D2 on Si~111!737 and
Si~100!231 at different surface temperatures. The lines of the
lower traces show the recorded gas pressure (T gas5300 K! in the
UHV chamber. The measured nonlinear susceptibility ~dots in the
upper traces! is linearly related to the hydrogen coverage. The solid
lines through the data points are the result of the numerical fit
described in the text.
FIG. 3. Desorption rates of H2 and D2 from the monohydride
states of Si~111!737 and Si~100!231 as deduced from the recov-
ery of the SH signal after exposure to molecular H2 or D2.
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tigated temperature range 700 K ,Ts,850 K. Likewise,
there is no large isotope effect; the rates of D2 desorption are
only 2–3 times smaller than the corresponding rates for
H2. The resulting activation energies for desorption are all
between Ea52.3–2.4 eV with an error of 0.2 eV, in good
agreement with previous isothermal SHG,4,6 laser-induced
thermal desorption,2 and temperature-programmed desorp-
tion experiments.41
The slightly larger uncertainty of Edes as compared to our
previous results for H2 desorption from Si~111!737
(E des52.4060.1eV! ~Ref. 4! and Si~100!231 (Edes
52.4860.1 eV! ~Ref. 6! simply reflects the limited data set
available in the temperature range 700,Ts,850 K. In prin-
ciple, once the H2 flux is turned off, the present experiment
is equivalent to the previously employed isothermal desorp-
tion scheme. There, atomic hydrogen was adsorbed, and the
recovery of the SH signal was observed after the sample
temperature was stepped to the desired desorption
temperature.4,6 Here the recovery of the SH signal is initiated
by turning the H2 flux off. Since the latter can be accom-
plished faster ~time constant , 1 s! than changing sample
temperatures, the present scheme even allows to access de-
sorption rates as high as kdes.1 ML/s compared to
kdes,0.1 ML/s in the usual isothermal measurements.1,2,4,6
With the Arrhenius parameters for the desorption rate, we
may now determine the sticking probabilities from the mea-
sured equilibrium coverages at Ts.Tdes . An example for
D2/Si~100!231 is shown in Fig. 4. The coverage u~t! fol-
lows the pressure changes almost instantaneously. Its time
dependence is well described by Eq. ~5!. In this particular
example the temperature Ts5886 K is close to the desorp-
tion temperature Tdes . The error in the determination of the
sticking coefficient resulting from the extrapolation of the
desorption rate is thus relatively small (,50%). For the
highest surface temperature of Ts51050 K the desorption
rate (kdes.33102 ML/s! already had to be extrapolated by
almost three orders of magnitude beyond the measured rates.
The large error introduced by this extrapolation currently
limits the useful temperature range of our experiments.
E. Surface temperature dependence of sticking
The inferred values for the initial, total sticking coeffi-
cient of H2 and D2 on Si~100!231 and Si~111!737 are
displayed in Fig. 5 as a function of the inverse surface tem-
perature. The smallest sticking coefficients could be ob-
served for H2/Si~111!737. They are on the order of 1029
for a surface temperature of 550–600 K. The sticking coef-
ficient s0 increases by almost four orders of magnitudes to
531026 when the temperature is raised to 1050 K. The two
symbols used to mark the sticking coefficients for
H2/Si~111!737 denote different experimental conditions.
The full squares indicate data already published in Ref. 7;
full diamonds are data obtained with samples from different
Si wafers. The good agreement demonstrates the high degree
of reproducibility of our experimental procedure to deter-
mine such small sticking coefficients.
The open diamonds in Fig. 5 denote the values of s0 for
D2/Si~111!737. Both the absolute values and the tempera-
ture dependence of the sticking coefficient exhibit only a
very weak isotope effect. An analogous behavior was previ-
ously observed for the sticking of H2 and D2 on Si~100!2
31.8 These data are included in Fig. 5 for the purpose of
comparison with the theoretical results of Sec. III. On
Si~100! the overall sticking coefficients are higher by a factor
of 2–10 than on the Si~111! surface. Their temperature de-
pendence is slightly weaker, but still quite dramatic, with
s0 increasing by three orders of magnitude in the temperature
range 550–1000 K.
The small sticking probabilities that we were able to de-
termine quantitatively in the present experiments are in
agreement with the lower limits given earlier in the litera-
ture. In 1959, Law40 reported that the exposure of single-
crystal Si filaments to large fluxes of molecular hydrogen
leads only to weak flash desorption signals. Already from
these old data one may deduce that the room-temperature
sticking coefficient on the terraces of the Si filaments is less
than 1028. Later, Schulze and Henzler41 gave upper bounds
of s0,1026 for the sticking of H2 on Si~111!737, and Liehr
et al.42 found s0,1028 for H2/Si~100!231. Much higher
sticking coefficients, on the order of 1025, were recently
FIG. 4. Data used for the determination of the sticking coeffi-
cient of D2 adsorption on Si~100!231 from the equilibrium cover-
age at a surface temperature of 886 K.
FIG. 5. Initial sticking coefficient of thermal H2 and D2 gases at
Tgas5300 K on Si~111!737 and Si~100!231 surfaces as a function
of their inverse temperature. The experimental values are denoted
by symbols; lines are results of theoretical calculations described in
Sec. III ~thin upper line: basic 2D model without corrugation; inter-
mediate line: 3D calculation including corrugation in one dimen-
sion; thick lower line: extrapolation to two-dimensional corruga-
tion!.
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reported for D2/Si~100!231 by Kolasinski et al.,12 based on
a molecular-beam experiment with nozzle temperatures be-
tween 300 and 1000 K. The effective Arrhenius energy de-
scribing the surface temperature dependence of their sticking
coefficient in the range 300 K ,Ts,650 K is less than 0.1
eV. This rather weak dependence of the sticking coefficient
on surface temperature stands in marked contrast to results of
the present work (Ea50.7 eV!. Although the reasons for
these discrepancies are currently still unclear, it should be
kept in mind that the beam experiment lacked the sensitivity
to measure sticking coefficients below 531026.12 For a
more detailed comparison of our Si~100! data with the mea-
surements of Kolasinski et al., see Ref. 8.
The strong effect of the surface temperature on the stick-
ing probability that we observe shows, independent of any
particular theoretical model, that substrate excitations must
play a decisive role in the reaction dynamics of H2 with
silicon surfaces. The behavior may be approximated by an
Arrhenius law, s05A exp(2Ea /kTs), with activation energies
ranging between Ea50.7 eV for D2/Si~100!231 and
Ea50.9 eV for D2/Si~111!737. The prefactors are of the
order A.102221021. Fits of some of these data to Arrhen-
ius law have been shown in Refs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 5 we
directly compare the data with the results of the theoretical
calculations described in Sec. III. The thin solid line is the
temperature dependence calculated from the basic two-
dimensional model without corrugation. For the thick solid
lines corrugation in one and two dimensions was taken into
account in the calculation. Please note that the theoretical
curves are not fitted to the experimental data. The coinci-
dence of the calculation involving 1D/2D corrugation with
the experimental data for Si~100!/Si~111! is to some extent
accidental. A more detailed comparison of experimental and
theoretical sticking probabilities will be given in Sec. III A.
F. Coverage dependence of sticking
For comparison with theory, the most interesting quantity
is the sticking coefficient of the clean surface. For this rea-
son, all values plotted in Fig. 5 were extracted from data with
a total hydrogen coverage u<0.1 ML. Apart from this initial
sticking coefficient s05s(u50), we have also performed
some experiments on the coverage dependence
s(u)5s0 f (u). For surface temperatures Ts!Tdes our tech-
niques enable us to perform such measurements very accu-
rately, simply by extending them to higher exposures. An
example for H2/Si~111!737 is shown in Fig. 6. The data
clearly show that the slope 2du/dt , which is proportional to
the sticking coefficient s(u), increases as a function of ex-
posure time and thus as a function of coverage.
The observed behavior is in contrast to the expected effect
from site blocking which in this coverage range should al-
ready result in a noticeable decrease of the sticking coeffi-
cient. A comparison with a fit to f (u)5(12u)2 is shown as
a dashed line in Fig. 6. Obviously the data are also incom-
patible with a simple defect-mediated adsorption process. If
the low sticking coefficients were primarily caused by a low
concentration of available adsorption sites then the sticking
coefficient should decrease even more strongly with cover-
age, in complete contrast to the observed increase. The shape
of measured u~t! also deviates significantly from a linear
increase of u @f (u)51#, which could be expected approxi-
mately for precursor mediated adsorption in the coverage
range u,0.5 ML.
The increase of the sticking coefficient with coverage is
likely to be caused by a slight decrease of the adsorption
barrier for sites in the vicinity of adsorbed hydrogen. This
effect should depend in general on the specific local coordi-
nation of reacted and unreacted sites, and is thus difficult to
model quantitatively. To gain some insight, we have made a
rather crude model, and simply assume an average adsorp-
tion barrier that exhibits a weak negative coverage depen-
dence
Ea5Ea ,0~12bu!. ~6!
If we include the usual site blocking, then the sticking coef-
ficient s5A exp(2Ea /kT) takes the simple form
s~u!5~12u!2s0
~12bu!
. ~7!
Good fits of this functional form to the experimental data
were obtained for b.0.25. The inset of Fig. 6 shows the
coverage dependence s(u) resulting from the best fit of Eq.
~7! to the measured u~t!. The fivefold increase of the sticking
coefficient, as compared to the (12u)2 behavior, corre-
sponds roughly to a 10% reduction of the adsorption barrier.
Such a small reduction of the adsorption barrier could be
caused by several mechanisms: For example, the weakening
of the adatom backbonds of Si~111!737,50 which is likely to
occur upon hydrogen adsorption, could decrease the amount
of lattice distortion required to form the transition state. In
addition, also purely electronic effects, such as band flatten-
ing or redistribution of charge between the dangling bonds of
Si~111!737, could reduce the adsorption barrier with in-
creasing hydrogen coverage. Which of these two effects is
the more important could be decided by investigating the
coverage dependence for different gas and surface tempera-
tures. For the Si~100!231 surface the coverage dependence
of the sticking coefficient was found to be much weaker than
for Si~111!737.
FIG. 6. Coverage dependence of the sticking coefficient of H2
on Si~111!737 at a surface temperature of Ts5640 K.
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III. THEORY
In this section we intend to show that all experimental
observations can be described in a coherent way as the result
of the dynamics on a suitably chosen potential-energy sur-
face. The most important degree of freedom, apart from the
reaction coordinate s ~Refs. 51–54! itself, is the motion of
the substrate lattice during the adsorption/desorption process.
We describe this part of the dynamics by a representative
coordinate x . Additionally we will take the molecular vibra-
tions ~coordinate r) and the surface corrugation ~coordinate
yW ) into account. In total our model covers five degrees of
freedom.
We assume that the potential can be written as a sum of
the following four terms:
V~x ,yW ,r;s !5V trans~s !1Vphon~x;s !1Vcorr~yW ;s !1Vvib~r;s !.
~8!
The first term V trans(s) then gives the value along the mini-
mum of the multidimensional potential with respect to the
coordinates orthogonal to s , i.e., along the line of steepest
descent of the PES. We have chosen the following general
parametrization:
V trans~s !5~Vdes2Vad!
tanh~ls !21
2
1
1
4 ~V des1Vad12
AVdesVad!
1
cosh2~ls ! , ~9!
with Vad50.7 eV for H2, a desorption barrier of
Vdes52.5 eV, and a potential decay length of l52.7 Å21.
The desorption barrier Vdes is known from experiment ~Sec.
II D, Refs. 2, 4, and 6! and l was estimated. The results are
not very sensitive to the latter two quantities, but only to the
adsorption barrier Vad , which thus is the single essential pa-
rameter.
The second term Vphon(x;s) describes the coupling of ad-
sorption and desorption to the substrate;
Vphon~x;s !5 12 \vphon~s !
3d12exp$2agphon~s !@x1Dx~s !#%2.
~10!
The phonon potential depth d is given by the square root of
the number of bound states which we choose to be d2552
for the model PES. The inverse oscillator length is
g phon(s)5AM*v phon(s)/\ , with the frequency
\vphon(s)5E1(s)2E0(s) as the quantum of the first excited
state, and thus a5Ad/(d21). We estimate the effective
phonon mass M* to be the mass of one single Si atom, and
for the frequency we use \vphon, clean545 meV. The latter is
a mean value of several optical modes.34,55,56
The last two terms allow us to include the effect of a
lateral one- or two-dimensional corrugation and the molecu-
lar vibrations. At present our model does not include orien-
tational effects of the hydrogen molecule. This means first of
all that we cannot describe the rotational cooling observed
experimentally.9 Concerning the temperature dependence of
sticking coefficients, we expect mainly a further reduction of
the preexponential.
For the later discussion of specific microscopic mecha-
nisms, we emphasize at this point that the obtained results
are determined mainly by the choice of the adsorption barrier
Vad and the displacement Dx . The detailed shape of the PES
before and far after the transition state is of little importance
for the adsorption/desorption dynamics. In particular, it is
not necessary that the lattice distortion be the result of a
static Si displacement in the adsorbed state as we assume in
this section for the purposes of explicit calculation. A tran-
sient lattice distortion in the transition state would result in
an almost identical dynamical behavior.
The organization of this section follows the different
terms of Eq. ~8!. The results of the model including only the
first two terms were reported in Ref. 31. We extend these
calculations to three dimensions with different degrees of
freedom included: In Sec. III A we additionally consider a
1D surface corrugation. In Sec. III B we additionally study
the vibrational dynamics of the molecules.
The experimental results are very similar for the Si~111!
and Si~100! surfaces. This indicates that the basic physics is
the same on both surfaces, and that the model considered
here can be used to describe the adsorption and desorption
dynamics in a general way. We will consider a specific mi-
croscopic mechanism in Sec. III C, and compare the dynami-
cal properties of an ab initio PES for the interaction of H2
with the dimers of the Si~100!231 surface with that of the
model PES.
A. Effect of surface corrugation
The dominant effect of surface corrugation for molecules
impinging under normal incidence on a surface is a reduction
of the sticking coefficient.57,58 The variation of the barrier
height across the surface leads to a ‘‘keyhole effect,’’ i.e., a
more or less geometrical decrease of the effective surface
area available for sticking which is independent of the en-
ergy at low energies. From our investigations of the situation
for H2/Cu ~Ref. 57! we know that this effect can cause a
reduction of about two orders of magnitude. For non-normal
incidence the role of surface corrugation is more complex.
The additional parallel momentum can lead to an enhance-
ment or a suppression of the sticking coefficient, depending
on the type of corrugation and the energy regime.58,59
In this calculation we assume an energetic corrugation of
the potential where only the height but not the position of the
barrier is varied along the surface. The corresponding term in
Eq. ~8! is
Vcorr~yW ;s !5V0
1
4cosh2~lcorrs ! H F12cosS 2pa y1D G
1F12cosS 2p
a
y2D G J . ~11!
Here yW means the center of mass coordinate parallel to the
surface with a periodicity length of a52.4 Å taken from the
Si lattice spacing. The range of the corrugation perpendicular
to the surface was taken to be lcorr52.2 Å21, which we
estimated from our experience with H2/Cu.57 The height
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V0 is determined so as to lead to a lateral H 2 frequency of
v50.06 eV, in agreement with electron-energy-loss spec-
troscopy experiments.60,61 This leads to the reasonable value
of V050.25 eV.
We will present a 3D calculation where we consider a 1D
surface corrugation in addition to the basic model.31 This
reduces the absolute value of the sticking coefficient by
about one order of magnitude. Another order of magnitude
may be expected for a 2D corrugation, which in principal
would have to be considered. However, one needs about 20
channels ~reciprocal-lattice vectors! to represent the scatter-
ing states in the lateral direction in these calculations, in
addition to about 20 channels for the lattice vibrations. Thus
a 3D model already requires 400 channels. A 4D model with
2D corrugation would require 8000 channels, and presently
leads to problems with computing time and memory space.
In Fig. 5 the calculated sticking coefficient for the flat and
the corrugated surface are shown in comparison to experi-
mental results. Indeed, the inclusion of 1D surface corruga-
tion leads to a reduction of the sticking coefficient by one
order of magnitude. The sticking coefficients have been de-
termined for a gas of hydrogen molecules with gas tempera-
ture Tgas5300 K. This means that molecules contribute to
the sticking probability hitting the surface under all possible
angles. A more detailed analysis reveals that for molecules
under normal incidence the sticking probability is only re-
duced by a factor of 3. The additional reduction of the stick-
ing coefficient of the hydrogen gas comes from the fact that
for an energetically corrugated surface the sticking probabil-
ity of the molecules which hit the surface under non-normal
incidence is suppressed by their additional parallel
momentum.58,59 In a more realistic description not only the
variation of the barrier height but also the variation of the
barrier position with y1 and y2, the so-called geometric
corrugation,59 should be taken into account; the situation
then becomes more complex.58,59 The effect of full 2D cor-
rugation is estimated in Fig. 5 by taking into account a fur-
ther reduction factor corresponding to the reduction between
the flat surface and the 1D corrugated surface.
In addition to the preexponential, the effective barrier is
also influenced by surface corrugation. First of all, there is a
contribution from the zero point energy ~0.03 eV per lateral
degree of freedom!, and a further increase by about 0.05 eV
due to thermal averaging of the potential ~11!. All together
the two lateral degrees of freedom increase the barrier of the
2D model by about 0.16 eV. To obtain agreement with ex-
periment, this has to be subtracted from the minimum-energy
barrier.
In our calculations the rotational degrees of freedom of
the hydrogen molecule are not considered. Since the barrier
height also depends on the orientation of the molecule, tak-
ing these degrees of freedom into account would probably
lower the sticking coefficient even more. On the other hand,
the effective activation energy will also be increased because
the corrugation in the polar and azimuthal coordinates of the
H2 molecule will have effects similar to the lateral surface
corrugation. Thus, finally, a smaller minimum barrier could
be chosen to represent the experimental data. This may bring
the barrier of the model closer to the barrier found in ab
initio calculations.
Desorbing molecules mainly propagate along paths which
pass the barrier region close to the minimum-energy barrier
position.58 In order to check whether our model potential
properly describes the experimental situation in the vicinity
of the minimum-energy path, we have also calculated the
angular distribution of desorbing molecules. Experimentally
it is not }cosq, where q is the angle from the surface nor-
mal, as one would expect from a thermal distribution, but
forward-peaked }cosnq, with 3.9<n<5.2 depending on the
surface coverage.14 Figure 7 shows that there is a rather good
agreement between theory and experiment. We also tested a
surface corrugation corresponding to a lateral H2 frequency
of vs50.10 eV which gave a narrower angular distribution
in desorption than observed experimentally. Thus our dy-
namical simulation puts some constraints on the shape of
realistic potential-energy surfaces.
The noncosine angular distribution in desorption is, in-
deed, an indication that the desorbing molecules do not re-
ally obey a thermal distribution. Even the energy distribution
in our model is not really thermal: it appears to be approxi-
mately }E exp(2E/kTs) already in the original 2D model,
where a Boltzmann distribution actually should behave like
}exp(2E/kTs).
Our interpretation of this result is that the energy
distribution—at least at low energies—is essentially a reflec-
tion of the Franck-Condon factors of the lattice vibrational
energy distributions in the distorted and undistorted lattice,
and not of an actual thermal equilibrium with the lattice. This
is corroborated by the fact that the average kinetic energy of
the desorbing particles at low energies increases less than
kTs ~see Fig. 8! with increasing surface temperature as al-
ready mentioned in Ref. 31. In addition, Fig. 8 shows that by
including surface corrugation the mean kinetic energy nor-
mal to the surface is slightly increased as compared to the
noncorrugated surface, due to the variation in barrier height,
FIG. 7. Polar plot of the angular distribution of hydrogen mol-
ecules desorbing from Si~100!. The experimental data for deuterium
desorption have been determined for coverages of uD50.6 ~solid
line! and uD51.0 ~dashed line! ~Ref. 14!. The theoretical results are
indicated by diamonds. The cosu distribution is also shown as the
dotted circle for comparison.
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except for very low surface temperatures when almost all
desorbing molecules follow a path through the minimum
barrier position.
B. Molecular vibration dynamics
The molecular vibration dynamics leaves the adsorption/
desorption dynamics of the model calculations presented
above essentially unchanged. This is obvious from the small
amount of energy transferred into the intramolecular degree
of freedom. Although the population of the first excited state
of the desorbing molecule at a surface temperature of 780 K
is about a factor of 20 higher than for thermally equilibrated
molecules, the difference in average vibrational energy is
merely about 6 meV for H2, 10 meV for HD, and 25 meV
for D2.
Nevertheless, the vibrational dynamics of the molecules,
including its isotope effect, is interesting in itself. In this
section we will present the study of a 3D model, considering
the molecular vibrational degree of freedom in addition to
the molecular translation and surface phonons which were
already discussed above and in an earlier publication.31 We
apply the INTRA-LORE iteration scheme of the coupled-
channel equations described in Refs. 62 and 53.
The vibrational dynamics of the molecule is included by
considering a stretching of the intramolecular bond length,
leading to an elbowlike curved reaction path.51 In order to
apply the coupled-channel method, one has to transform to a
locally orthogonal coordinate system spanned by the reaction
path coordinate s and the oscillator coordinate r .63 Thus mo-
lecular vibration is taken into account by adding a harmonic
potential in Eq. ~8!:
Vvib~r;s !5 12 \vvib~s !gvib~s !r2. ~12!
The inverse oscillator length is g vib(s)5Amvvib(s)/\ , with
m the reduced mass of the hydrogen molecule and
\vvib(s) the frequency of the molecular vibration.
Vibrational dynamics has been the subject of various in-
vestigations of hydrogen desorbing from metal
surfaces.64,52,65 The vibrational heating is well understood,
and the properties of the PES are well known. Although the
bonding of hydrogen to the silicon surface is quite different
from metal surfaces, one can expect that the PES describing
the vibrational dynamics at semiconductor surfaces is similar
apart from some details. The value of the curvature as well as
a reduction of the vibrational frequency to about 50% for the
adsorbed hydrogen are taken from the ab initio calculations
~see Sec. III C!.
Despite all similarities to metal surfaces, the energy dis-
tribution on the different degrees of freedom for this PES is
quite different: The coupling to lattice distortions is strong,
and thus almost all of the potential drop is transferred to
surface phonons while only a small portion ends up as addi-
tional molecular vibration. This is documented by Fig. 8,
where the state-averaged final energies ~above the ground-
state energy! of surface phonons, molecular translation, and
molecular vibration are plotted as a function of surface tem-
perature. The average phonon energy is dominant, and re-
mains nearly constant at 0.65 eV. The translational part in-
creases with surface temperature due to the broadening of the
wave function, that makes it impossible to find an optimal
way through the PES. The average vibrational energy is neg-
ligible on the whole temperature scale, although it rises for
very high surface temperatures. The effects of taking mo-
lecular vibrations additionally into account is exhibited by
comparison with the curves for the 2D calculation shown as
hairlines in Fig. 8. Though the average phonon energy is
slightly reduced by a constant amount, the additional degree
of freedom takes its energy from the translational part, i.e., it
causes a reduction of translational heating at high surface
temperatures.
The vibrational quantum of H2 molecules in the gas phase
is vvib5516 meV, and for HD and D2 it is vvib5450 meV
and vvib5371 meV, respectively. The vibrational population
ratios we find at a surface temperature of Ts5780 K are
P1 /P050.012, 0.022, and 0.052 for H2, HD, and D2. The
ratio for the heavier molecules is larger due to their smaller
vibrational quantum. These results are in good agreement
with the vibrational state resolved measurements of Kolasin-
ski and co-workers.9
Another consequence of the different vibrational frequen-
cies, together with the reduction of these values for the ad-
sorbed hydrogen, is a difference in the effective potential
barrier for the various isotopes. As D2 has the lowest fre-
quency, it consequently has the highest effective adsorption
barrier. This results in the following: ~i! There is a smaller
sticking coefficient in adsorption. For a thermal gas at 300 K
for which the calculated results are shown in Fig. 5, we find
a difference in the sticking coefficient of a factor 1.5–2. This
is also supported experimentally though less pronounced. ~ii!
It causes a larger translational heating in desorption. The
translational energy distribution is approximately Maxwell-
ian and nearly in thermal equilibrium with the surface. For a
surface temperature of Ts5780 K we calculated a mean
translational energy of ^E trans&597 meV for H2 and
^E trans&5106 meV for D2. Unfortunately, up to now, experi-
mental measurements of the translational energy distribution
were only done for D2 and therefore experimental knowl-
FIG. 8. Average final energies after desorption of translation
^E trans& as well as surface ^Ephon& and molecular excitations ^Evib&
as a function of surface temperature. Results of the 2D as well as
the two 3D calculations are shown. The ground-state energies for
the average phonon and vibrational energies have been subtracted.
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edge about that consequence of the isotopic effect is not yet
available. At least the thermal Maxwellian distribution is ex-
perimentally supported.11
Another isotopic effect is caused by the stronger coupling
for deuterium due to its heavier mass. As shown above in
Fig. 5 for the sticking coefficient of a thermal gas, this results
in a higher value for the Arrhenius energy for D2 compared
with H2. In the desorption reaction it leads to an additional
increase of the translational energy for the heavier mol-
ecules. An isotope effect based on quantum-mechanical tun-
neling is negligible because of the large barrier width.
C. Comparison of model and ab initio quantum dynamics for
H2/Si100231
In Sec. III we proposed a model, and we showed that it
describes the experimental results correctly if its parameters
are chosen appropriately. The dominant effect on the dynam-
ics comes from strong lattice distortion in the transition state
of H2/Si as compared to the clean surface. We have not
specified the microscopic nature of the relaxation process
denoted by the coordinate x in Eq. ~8!. It could simply be a
Si–Si bond length or the distance of the reactive silicon atom
to the underlying Si layer. In a more general way, this coor-
dinate could also describe long-ranged bulk or even nonadia-
batic electronic relaxation processes. It is the exact nature of
the coordinate x that is currently the missing link in order to
arrive at a completely satisfactory microscopic description.
Recently, there have been several attempts to establish a
microscopic picture of the substrate relaxations for hydrogen
on Si~100!231 by performing ab initio calculations.30,33,35 It
has been proposed that the most important process of hydro-
gen interaction with Si~100!231 is the interaction of both
hydrogen atoms with a single Si–Si dimer on the Si~100!2
31 surface.2,3,6,23 Together with the prepairing of the hydro-
gen atoms on these dimers, this mechanism provides the
most natural explanation for the observed first-order desorp-
tion kinetics. The asymmetry between dissociative adsorp-
tion and recombinative desorption arises because the silicon
dimers are found to be horizontally oriented when hydrogen
is adsorbed,3,66 whereas they are buckled on the clean
surface.67–69 Since the buckling is accompanied by charge
transfer within the dimer and a rehybridization of orbitals in
the two silicon atoms,68,70 there is a notable dependence of
the H2 adsorption barrier on the buckling angle.33,35 The
minimum reaction path resulting from the calculations of
Ref. 33 is depicted in Fig. 9. It very clearly shows the dis-
placement of two silicon atoms in the course of the reaction.
In a qualitative way the different dynamics of the
parameter-free PES based on density-functional theory33,34
and the model PES discussed above may be recognized from
Fig. 10. This displays the projection of the PES on the pho-
FIG. 9. Ball-and-stick model of H2 interaction with the buckled
dimer of Si~100!231, resulting from density-functional calculations
~Ref. 33!; small balls indicate H atoms, while the Si lattice is shown
as large white balls. Before the reaction the Si dimer is tilted by
18 °. Since the ‘‘down’’ atom is less charged and thus less repulsive
toward H2 than the ‘‘up’’ atom, dissociation starts at the ‘‘down’’
atom. In the transition state the H–H distance is increased from 0.8
to 1 Å and the ‘‘down’’ atom exhibits an upwards displacement of
roughly 0.3 Å ~dark balls!. At the end of the reaction the dimer is
symmetric with two H atoms adsorbed ~dashed balls!. The total
vertical Si displacements during the reaction are 0.5 Å for the
‘‘down’’ atom and 0.2 Å for the ‘‘up’’ atom.
FIG. 10. Contour plots for H2 of the projection of ~a! model
PES and ~b! ab initio PES on the surface degree of freedom. The
lattice distortion of the ab initio PES varies more slowly with the
reaction path as compared to the model and only roughly 1/3 of the
;0.6 Å shift takes place on the gas phase side of the barrier. We
include dithered plots of desorption wave functions at Ts51000 K
~see discussion in text!. The spacing between the contours is 100
meV.
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non degree of freedom x together with the absolute square of
the desorption wave function at Ts51000 K. In the case of
the ab initio PES, x is the distance of the lower dimer atom
to the underlying Si layer. Since the bond length of the Si–Si
dimers change only moderately upon hydrogen adsorption
~from 2.32 Å on the clean surface to 2.44 Å in the
monohydride,33! representing the coupling to the lattice by
this coordinate is expected to be a good approximation. The
desorption process essentially starts from the ground state of
the lattice oscillator and a translational energy of 1000 K.
The large oscillation amplitude for the model PES @Fig. 10
~a!# indicates that the potential drop is practically all con-
verted into lattice energy. In the corresponding results of the
ab initio PES @Fig. 10 ~b!#, a strong lattice oscillation is
found as well, but a substantial portion of the potential drop
is converted into translational energy. This is due to the
quantitative differences in the similarily shaped potentials.
Although the total displacement between the asymptotic
states is comparable, Dx.0.6 Å in both cases, the barrier of
the ab initio PES occurs late in desorption. Therefore, the
dynamically important shift of the barrier position in the x
coordinate, measured relative to gas phase H2 and the clean
surface, is only Dx.0.3 Å, considerably less than in the
model PES. Moreover, the range parameters l in the two
potential surfaces are different by a factor of about 2. The
effective minimum barrier heights including zero-point cor-
rections are 0.38 eV for H2 and 0.41 eV for D2. All this
causes a substantial force along the translational coordinate,
leading to a strongly heated translational energy distribution
after desorption.
Quantitatively, we find a mean translational energy of
^E trans&5308 meV for H2 and ^E trans&5336 meV for D2 at
Ts5780 K. In contrast, the model PES yields 76 and 85
meV, in agreement with experiment.11 The dependence of
the sticking probability on surface temperature resulting
from the ab initio PES is not as pronounced as the corre-
sponding one for the model PES, indicating a lack in cou-
pling strength. The Arrhenius energy is only about 250 meV
for the sticking of a thermal gas of H2 at 300 K, whereas
EArr'650 meV in the case of the model PES. Due to the
lower adsorption barrier the absolute value of the sticking
coefficient at a common surface temperature is 10–100 times
higher for the ab initio model than the results of correspond-
ing calculations in Sec. III A. In contrast to that, the molecu-
lar degree of freedom is quite well described, as can be seen
from the desorption population ratio P1 /P0 of the final vi-
brational states. The vibrational heating found in the
experiment9 is reproduced. In detail we obtain
P1 /P050.007 for H2 and P1 /P050.074 for D2 at a surface
temperature of Ts5780 K, which is within the experimental
error bars.
The PES we obtained from density-functional theory cal-
culations thus clearly shows that the substrate plays an im-
portant role in the dynamics of the reaction. Besides the ex-
perimental results this gives additional support for the
qualitative correctness of our model. Furthermore, the vibra-
tional population ratio, i.e., the molecular degree of freedom,
is also quantitatively well described. Therefore, we have rea-
son to believe that the curvature of the reaction path, which
we took over for the model PES, is reliable.
Nevertheless, the ab initio PES does not give quantita-
tively satisfying results for the surface effects. One possible
reason for the discrepancies could be due to the fact that we
have only considered the supposedly most important phonon
mode, and underestimated the coupling to the surface de-
grees of freedom. In addition, long-range interactions, which
are not taken into account, could be important. Probably
even more important, the derivation of potential-energy sur-
faces from density-functional calculations, and in particular
the use of gradient-corrected density functionals, is a newly
developing field, and little experience is yet available to re-
ally check the degree of accuracy of these results.71 The
existence of several geometrically distinct transition states,
however, requires an accurate knowledge of the relative bar-
rier heights to decide which of them is the dominant one.
The symmetric transition state, for instance, was found to be
only slightly higher in energy than the asymmetric one, and
involves a stronger effective lattice distortion. Therefore ad-
sorption through this transition state leads to a somewhat
stronger coupling to the lattice.72
IV. DISCUSSION OF MICROSCOPIC MECHANISMS
The microscopic reaction mechanism considered in Sec.
III C is not the only one that is conceivable. In fact, a number
of models have been proposed based on ab initio theoretical
work for H2 adsorption and desorption on Si~100!2
31.17–37 Unfortunately, the results of the calculations are
partially contradictory, and, despite the enormous efforts, no
detailed picture has been established up to now. In this sec-
tion we would like to discuss some of these models in light
of the experimental and theoretical results presented above.
In this discussion we will implicitly assume that adsorption
and desorption occur via the same mechanism. Peculiar non-
equilibrium desorption mechanisms will not be considered.
Although no serious theoretical attempts have yet been
devoted to H2 interaction with Si~111!737 because of its
large unit cell, from a qualitative point of view the reaction
mechanism currently appears to be even clearer for the
Si~111! than for the Si~100! surface. The basic building
blocks of the 737 reconstruction are fairly simple and well
understood.50 Moreover, the coverage dependence of stick-
ing reported in Sec. II F indicates that defects should be un-
important. The reaction of H2 with Si~111!737 should thus
FIG. 11. Possible transition state of H2 interaction with the
737-reconstructed Si~111! surface. The reacting Si adatom ~right
dark ball! is significantly displaced from its equilibrium threefold
coordinated site ~left dark ball!.
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be dominated by the rest atom and adatom dangling bonds
~db’s! on the terraces. Since the restatom db’s are doubly
occupied, whereas the adatom db’s are only partially filled,49
hydrogen dissociation ~and recombination! is likely to have
an asymmetry toward the adatoms. With 4 Å, the closest
distance between a restatom and an adatom is large com-
pared to the Si–H bond length of 1.6 Å and the H–H dis-
tance of 0.8 Å. Therefore, substantial distortion of the ada-
tom bonding in the transition state, as shown schematically
in Fig. 11, is likely to occur. Such a picture of distorted
adatoms is supported by the recent work of Vittadini and
Selloni,73 who calculated that the minimum-energy path for
hydrogen diffusion from the adatoms to the rest atoms in-
volves substantial bond weakening of one adatom backbond.
It is further supported by the fact that the activation energy
for phonon-assisted sticking of 0.8–0.9 eV that we find for
this surface agrees well with the activation energy for ada-
tom diffusion that has been estimated from high-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy ~STM! measurements.74
Whether the distortion of adatom bonding is large enough to
lead to the formation of a dihydride intermediate, or whether
desorption occurs in a direct four-center reaction, could
probably already be decided in slab calculations with a
232 unit cell that contains one adatom and one rest atom.
The presently discussed desorption models for
H2/Si~100! fall into two categories: Group 1 are direct one-
step mechanisms. In the model already introduced above,
two hydrogen atoms from doubly occupied dimers recom-
bine and desorb through a symmetric37 or more likely an
asymmetric transition state.30,33,35,36 These models are in
agreement with the desorption kinetics, and slab calculations
based on density functional theory give the experimental ac-
tivation energy for the desorption.2,6 However, the lattice dis-
tortion in the transition state is too weak at least by a factor
of 2, as discussed in Sec. III for our own PES. Similar quan-
titative discrepancies between experimental and calculated
values for translational heating and phonon-assisted sticking
may be expected for the other PES’s of Refs. 35, 30, and 36.
In addition, the fact that the dimerization is a special feature
of the Si~100! surface, whereas the energetics and dynamics
of adsorption and desorption are very similar on Si~100! and
Si~111!, may be an argument against such a process.
Another one-step mechanism is the interdimer recombina-
tion of two hydrogen atoms from adjacent dimers on the
same row.17,30 Vittadini and Selloni30 find that the interdimer
pathway is energetically only slightly less favorable than the
intradimer desorption treated by the same theory (Edes52.7
eV vs 2.5 eV!. Moreover, the energy that remains in the
substrate after desorption was found to be approximately
equal to 0.8 eV, which is in excellent agreement with the
PES of Fig. 10 and with our experimental value for phonon-
assisted sticking. The significantly larger amount of lattice
distortion, as compared to the interdimer recombination,
arises from the large distance between the two involved sili-
con atoms of 3.85 Å, and its reduction by a concerted move-
ment of Si atoms. ~In case of the interdimer process a stretch-
ing of the dimer bond, which could in principle lower the
adsorption barrier, instead leads to an enlargement of the
distance of the reaction partners.! A problem of this model is
that it does not readily explain the first-order desorption ki-
netics. However, clustering of adsorbed hydrogen would,
e.g., lead to approximate first-order kinetics.
The second category of reaction mechanisms of H2 with
Si~100! surfaces are two-step processes with a dihydride in-
termediate formed at steps or single-atom defects. These de-
fect models have been advanced by several groups,18,21,27
because their ab initio cluster calculations for desorption
from single dimers yielded activation energies for desorption
between 3.4 and 4.1 eV ~Refs. 17, 18, 20, 21, and 26! which
are much higher than the 2.5 eV observed experimentally.
While such an argumentation is certainly debatable in view
of the much lower values for Edes that have recently been
obtained by density-functional slab30,33,35 and cluster calcu-
lations imposing less geometrical constraints,36 defect-
mediated processes should not readily be ruled out for the
Si~100! surface.
Based on the present results we can, on the one hand,
safely exclude a very basic defect model that simply explains
the small sticking coefficient by a low concentration of static
defects. In such a model the observed surface temperature
dependence of sticking would have to arise from diffusion of
atomic hydrogen from the reactive sites across the terraces.
However, the measured activation energy for Si~100!,
Ea.0.7 eV, is much smaller than any calculated diffusion
barrier of 1.3–2.0 eV,19,22,28 and the measured value of 1.5
eV for Si~111!737.7 On the other hand, if the defects as
active sites are created transiently by a thermally activated
process, the mechanism becomes very similar to the model
discussed in this work.
In the dihydride state, one of the normally present three
Si–Si bonds is broken or at least considerably weakened, and
the adsorption barrier will certainly strongly vary as a func-
tion of the Si–Si bond length x , like in our model. On perfect
terraces the energy required to bring the Si lattice into a
dihydridelike configuration is certainly too high. The isomer-
ization energy between monohydride and dihydride was cal-
culated to be 1.9 eV ~Ref. 30! @compare also the Si–Si dimer
bond strength of ;1.3 eV ~Ref. 18!#. However, distorted
dimers at steps might facilitate such excitations with energies
on the order of the 0.7 eV that we find for the effective
activation energy of phonon-assisted sticking. High-
temperature STM measurements, e.g., show that above
Ts.600 K the steps of Si~100! become rough and move
rapidly across the surface.74 The overall activation energy for
desorption from such an activated defect agrees well with the
experimental value of 2.5 eV, because the activation energy
for desorption from the dihydride state is known to be
slightly less than 2 eV.13
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented results from a comprehensive experi-
mental and theoretical study of the reaction dynamics of mo-
lecular hydrogen with silicon surfaces. The sticking prob-
abilities for dissociative adsorption of H2 and D2 on—as
well as the rates for recombinative desorption from—
Si~111!737 and Si~100!231 have been determined experi-
mentally with optical second-harmonic generation. A rather
similar behavior is observed on both surfaces and for both
isotopes.
At gas temperatures of 300 K, adsorption depends
strongly on the surface temperature Ts and reveals phonon-
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assisted sticking. In the case of Si~111!737, the initial stick-
ing probabilities increase dramatically from s05231029 at
Ts5580 K to s05531026 at Ts51050 K. For Si~100!2
31, dissociative adsorption is slightly more probable; in the
temperature range Ts5550–1000 K the sticking probabili-
ties for H2 and D2 increase from 1028 to 1025. The absolute
value of desorption rates of H2 and D2 from both surfaces
differ by less than a factor of 5 in the temperature range
Ts5700–850 K, and reveal similar desorption barriers of
2.3–2.5 eV. On Si~111!737 the sticking coefficient in-
creases by a factor of 3 between 0- and 0.4-ML hydrogen
coverage.
From the fact that H2 adsorption on Si~111!737 does not
show signs of site blocking for coverages up to almost half a
monolayer, we conclude that the H2 dissociation takes place
on the terraces of this surface and is not mediated by step or
defect sites. The relatively small isotope effect observed for
the rates of desorption and adsorption of a thermal gas sug-
gests that tunneling plays only a minor role in the H2 inter-
action with silicon surfaces. The surprisingly similar quanti-
tative and qualitative behavior of Si~111!737 and Si~100!2
31 indicates that the structural details of the surface are of
little importance for the energetics and dynamics of the re-
action.
An effective five-dimensional model containing, in addi-
tion to the translational coordinate, one substrate degree of
freedom, molecular vibrations, and surface corrugation is ca-
pable of describing all existing experimental data of molecu-
lar hydrogen adsorption and desorption from Si~111! and
Si~100!, namely, ~1! the translational energy distribution of
desorbing molecules ~absence of translational heating!, ~2!
the temperature dependence of the sticking coefficient as
well as ~3! its absolute value ~preexponential!, ~4! the heat-
ing of molecular vibrations in desorption ~including its iso-
tope effect!, and ~5! the angular distribution of desorbing
molecules. The model contains only very few parameters:
The curvature was taken from ab initio calculations, and
three frequencies were obtained by fitting other experimental
data. One essential parameter is the barrier height for adsorp-
tion, determined so as to describe the low room-temperature
sticking coefficient.
The results of the dynamical calculations are to some ex-
tent independent of the microscopic interpretation of the sub-
strate degree of freedom. We have considered an effective
surface oscillator. One should keep in mind, however, that
this oscillator has to describe several degrees of freedom in
an average way, and might even include nonadiabatic elec-
tronic processes. Several microscopic mechanisms that in-
volve considerable lattice distortion in the transition state
appear to be quite plausible. Attempts to establish the rela-
tionship to the dynamically relevant microscopic degrees of
freedom by means of ab initio calculations for the H2 inter-
action with the dimers of Si~100! have so far been successful
only in a qualitative way. Reasons for the quantitative dis-
crepancies from our model, as well as from the experiments,
may come from inherent approximations of density-
functional theory, restrictions to small unit cells or clusters,
or difficulties in finding the energetically most favorable re-
action path on relatively complex surfaces.
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